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Are you ready to get Tied Up? With A BWWM Erotic Romance Taylor Walker is an eccentric young
artist. While she chases her dreams, her parents have been breathing down her neck to find a real
career. When offered the opportunity to commission a piece in London, she jumps at the
chance.Â Upon arriving in London, Taylor learns her new employer is a reclusive billionaire
bachelor. Lord Nathaniel Branagan is scruffy, brash, and downright rude. Nathaniel is closed into
himself and Taylor tries to break his hard shell.When Nathaniel opens up to her, she finds he is
much more than he puts off and finds herself seduced by him. THIS IS AN EROTIC NOVEL AND
CONTAINS ADULT CONTENT
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This is Janae Keyes' best book yet! You will be sucked into the story of young artist Taylor as she
journeys across the ocean to England and the Manor of the elusive Lord Nathaniel Branagan. You'll
fall in love with his hired help, Anne and most of all Langston! I am not usually a reader of BDSM,
but I think this is tastefully done in a way that it doesn't feel like a genre book, but a story that can
appeal to anyone. I cannot wait for "Dirty Little Secret," the sequel to this book!

This book follows Taylor, a struggling artist and Nathaniel, the eccentric billionaire who hires Taylor
to make art works for him.The characters are strong and absolutely relatable. Nathaniel was
endearing, for the most part, as I said eccentric and overall, just trying to do right by Taylor while
protective his own heart.Taylor is a strong character with insecurities and is exactly what most of the
women around the world struggle with. Unsure of her place, fighting to find it, while being true to
herself.The plot was so smooth and easy to follow with the use of surroundings to help understand
the timeline of the story. London and the English countryside being the most used forms of location
to track the story.I absolutely loved how the lead was a strong, big, beautiful black woman and the
topic was a non-issue through the story. THANK YOU FOR THAT!

This was my first reading anything by Janae Keyes,and I must say that I thoroughly enjoyed this
great story. Ms Keyes has given us a story that will suck you in and take you on a journey with
young Taylor's trip across the ocean to England to Lord Nathaniel Branagan Manor. Nathaniel has
hired Taylor to make some art for him . Taylor is strong with some insecurities and like most women
all around the world that struggles with being unsure of their places ,who fight to find it, while staying
true to themselves . Nathaniel was quite endearing for the most part ,and he was unconventional
and comprehensive by trying to always doing right by sweet Taylor ,while trying to protect his own
heart. Ms Keyes imagination is amazing in this book and the storyline and her plots are dead on,and
she has create a magical world that will have us feeling like we're part of the story. Taylor and Nate
are such funny characters ,(it took me awhile to get use to Nate but when I did I really enjoyed
reading about him). I could tell you more about this story, but that would spoil it for you. I highly
recommend that you read this story, you won't be disappointed .

As always, I'm completely blown away by the imagination that's put into Janae's books. Her story
line and plot details are spot on, and create a world that I literally feel apart of. I read this book in 4
hours, and I couldn't put it down. Taylor and Nate are such fun characters (Well, Nate takes some
getting used to ;) ), who I could relate to in some aspects, while dreaming about being in their world!
And the end?!! Oh God, you'll never see it coming!!! I can't wait for book 2Trust me when I say you
won't be disappointed by purchasing and reading this book. It's absolutely amazing! I can't wait to
see what else Janae puts out in the future. Will be a long time reader of this author. That's a
definite!

Janae has a way with words, writing to the heart and the imagination without having to write filthy
expletives to get the heart pumping or the mid racing. With thoughtful pop culture references and a
slow but safe venturing into the bdsm culture she writes from the perspective of a beginner and a
player in the subculture of the game. Keeping you on the edge as she draws you into Control Freak
Branagan and Taylor's relationship only to drop you down to bring you back up this book is full of
surprises and I am eagerly awaiting the next installment.

I love this book of Janae it's different it's steamy and at the end. Well you will see. Nate came off
like a total bastard. But you get to warm up to him. Taylor was a great artist and a good person. She
made Nate see that there was more to life and softened him up a bit. A great fun quick steamy read.
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